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structure, and manufacturiiig process thereof

(57) The electric connection structure connects a

first silicon body (10) to conductive regions (29* 30) pro-

vided on the surface of a second silicon body (1) ar-

ranged on the first body (10). The electric connection

structure comprises at least one plug region (3) of sili-

con which extendsthrough the second body (1 ); at least

one Insulation region (2a, 6) laterally surrounding the

plug region (3); and fit least one conductive electrome-

chanical connection region (23) arranged between the

firstbooY (1 0) and the second body (1), and In electneel

contact with the plug region (3) and with conductive re-

gions (1 5-1 9; 40) of the first body (1 0). To form the plug

region (3), trenches (2a) are dug In a first wafer (1 )
and

are filled, at least partially, with insulating material (6).

Next the plug region (3) is fixed to a metal region (23)

provided on a second wafer (10), by performing a iow-

temporature heat treatment which causes a chemical

reactionbetween the metal and the silicon. Subsequent-

ly the first wafer (1) Is thinned until the trenches (2a)

and electrical connections (23, 30) are formed on the

free face of the first wafer
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Description

[0001] The present invention regards a structure for

electrically connecting a first body of semiconductor ma-
terial overlaid by a second body of semiconductor ma- s

lerial. a composite structure.using the electric connec-

tion structure and a manufacturing process.

[0002] In p articular, the invention can be used for elec-

trically connecting a first silicon wafer Incorporating

electronic components to a second silicon wafer incor- 10

porating a rnicromechanical structure and/or to the out-

side. The invention can likewise be used for electrically

connecting the firs! wafer to a third body carried by the

second wafer, as well as for connecting the first wafer

to the outside when the first wafer is covered by a pro- *5

tectlon structure, and thus is not directly accessible. An
example of a particular application Is represented by a
mlcro-electromechanlcal system Including a first wafer

incorporating a circuit for controlling the parameters de-

fining the state of a micro-electromechanical structure so

(for example, the position of a microactuator); a second

wafer incorporating the micro-electromech anicai struc-

ture; and a third wafer forming a cap for protecting the

micro-electromechanical structure.

[0003] Various techniques are known formechanical- z$

ly connecting two semiconductor material bodies (see,

for example, Martin A. Schmidt, "WafeMo-Wafer Bond-

ing for Mterostructure Formation". Proceedings of the

IEEE. Vol. 86. No. 8, August 1998). However, such tech-

niques do not enable two or three wafers to be electrt-

cally connected, in addition to be mechanically connect-

ed, or covered components of one of the wafers to be
electrically accessed.

[0004] The aim of the present invention is to provide

a connection structure that enables semiconductor ma- 35

teriai bodies made on different substrates to be overlaid

and to be connected mechanically and electrically to-

gether and to the outside.

[0005] .. According to the present invention an electric

connection structure, a composite structure, anda proo- 40

ess for manufacturing acomposite structure are provid-

ed, as defined in Claims 1 . 12, and 22, respectively,

roaoc] For a better understanding of the present in-

vention, preferred embodiments thereof are now de-

scribed, merely to provide non-llmrting examples, with «
reference to the attached drawings, wherein:

Figures 1 and 2 are cross-sections through a sen*-

{conductor material wafer, In two successive man-

ufacture steps, according to a first embodiment of &>

the invention;

Figure 3 shows a cross-section through the wafer

of Figure 2, after bonding to a second semiconduc-

tor material wafer.

Figure 4-6 show a cross-section of the muWwafer ss

structure of Figure 3. In successive manufacture

steps;

Figure 7 te a perspective view of the left-hand half

962 A1 2

of the multiwafer structure of Figure 6;

Figure 8 shows a cross-section of the multiwafer
structure of Rgure 6. in a final manufacture step;

Figures 9-11 show a cross-section or a micro-eiec
iromechanical system according to a second em-
bodiment of the invention;

Figure 12 shows a cross-section of a composite
structure formed starting from three semiconductor
material substrates, according to a third embodi-
ment of the invention;

Figures 13 and 14 show cross-sections of a semi-
conductor material wafer, in two successive manu-
facture steps according to a fourth embodiment of

the invention;

Rgure 1 Sshows a cross^section of the wafer of Fig-

ure 14 after bonding to a second semiconductor
material water;

- Figure 16 shows a cross-section of a composite
structure obtained from the double wafer of Figure

15, in a subsequent manufacture step;

Rgure 17shows a cross-section of a compositewa-
fer, according to a fifth embodiment of the invention;

and
Figures 18 and 19 show cross-sections of a com-
posite wafer, according to a sixth embodiment of the
invention, In two successive manufacture steps.

[0007] Rgures 1 -8 show afirst embodiment of a proc-

ess for manufacturing a micro-electromechanical sys-

tem including a control and sensing circuitry and a mi-

cro-electromechanical sensor, for example an acceler-

ometric sensor.

[0008] Initially. Figure 1 , a firstwafer 1 of semiconduc-
tor material, typically P** or N++ doped monocrystalline

silicon, sectioned along two parallel half-planes, so as

to show different areas in the left-hand half and in the

right-hand half, Is masked and etched to form first deep
trenches 2a, For example, the firstwafer 1 may have a
conductivity of between5 and 1 5 mQ/cm, preferably 1

0

mli/cm. As shown in Rgure 2, the firsttrenches2a have
a dosed shape and enclose monocrystalline silicon plug

regions 3 intended to form through connections, as ex-

plained more clearly hereinafter,

rjooos] subsequently, the first trenches 2a are filled,

either completely or partially, with Insulating material 6,

forexample silicon dioxide. To this end, a silicon dioxide

layer is deposited or grown, and is subsequently re-

moved from afirst surface 7 oftidiestwafer 1 , to obtain

the structure shown In Figure 5T"

(0010] Next, Figure 3, the first wafer 1 is bonded to a
second wafer 10 comprising a monocrystaHine silicon

substrate 11 and an insulation and/or passivation layer

12. In particular, the substrate 11 houses conductive

and/or Insulating regions forming electronic compo-

nents for biasing the acceterometric sensor 6 and for

detecting and processing electrical signals generated

by the accelerometric sensor 8. As an example, Figure

3 shows conductive regions 15-16 of the N/P-type be-

2
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longing to an electronic circuit 40, which is shown only

schematically. In addition, the insulation and/or passi-

vation layer 12 houses metal regions 13, 18. which ter-

minate, ai one or Doth of their ends, wilh pad regions 1 9

facing the surface 22 oi the second wafer 10.

[001 1] Connection regions23 are provided on the sur-

face 22 ofthe second wafer 1 0, on top of the pad regions

19, and are of a metal that is able to react at a low tem-

perature with the silicon of the first wafer 1 to lorm a

gold/silicon eutectic or a metallic sillcide. Typically, the

connection regions 23 are made of gold, in the case

where the aim is to obtain a eutectic, or of a metal cho-

sen from among the group comprising palladium, titani-

um, and nickel, in the case where the aim is to obtain a

sificide. Bonding regions 24 are also provided on the

surface 22 and are preferably formed at the same time

as the connection regions Z3.

[0012] For bonding the first wafer 1 to the second wa-

fer 1 0. the first wafer 1 is turned upside down so that the

firstsurface 7af the firstwafer 1 faces the second wafer

10. The plug regions 3 of the first wafer 1 are brought

Into contact with the connection regions 23 of the sec-

ond wafer 1 0, and subsequently a heat treatment at low

temperature, for example 350-4S0°C, is carried out for

a period of 30-45 min., so that the metal of the connec-

tion regions 23 of the second wafer 1 0 react with the

silicon of they plug regions 3 and form a metallic slllcide

which bonds the first and the second wafers 1,10*

Thereby, a double wafer25 is obtained, as shown in Fig-

ure 3.

[0013] Subsequently, Figure 4, the first wafer 1 is

thinned from, the back mechanically, for example by

grinding, preferably so as to obtain a thickness of 30-40

jim. The first wafer 1 then has a second surface 26 op-

posite to the first surface

[0014] Next, Figure 5, a metal layer (for example, an

aluminum layer) is deposited and defined, so as to form

metal regions 27 extending above the plug regions 3

and in direct electrical contact with the latter.

[0015] Subsequently, the first wafer 1 is masked and

etched so as to form second trenches 2b defining an

accelerometrte sensor 8. In particular, as may be seen

In Figures 6 and 7, the second trenches 2b separate a

mobile region (forming a rotor 4) and a fixed region

(forming a statorS) from the rest of the wafer 1 andfrom

one another. The rotor 4 is connected, through elastic-

connection regions (also referred to as springs 31) to

fixed biasing regions 32, which are set m areas corre-

sponding to respectiveconnection regions23, connect*

ed, through the metallic regions 1 3, to theplug regions 3.

[001 $1 Next Figure 8, a cap element34 Isfixed to the

wafer 1 through adhesive regions 36, In a peree known

manner, and then the double wafer 26 Is cut into Indi-

vidual dice. Finally, the metal region27 is contacted ap-

plying the usual wire-bonding technique.

[0017] Thereby, the connection regions 23 ensures

mechanicalconnectlon between themonocrystaWne sil-

icon wafers 1 and 1 0 and electrical connection between

the surface 22 of the second wafer 10 and Ihe plug re-

gions 3. In turn, the plug regions 3 allow the second wa-

fer 10 to be contacted from above. In particular, some

plug regions 3 enable ihe second wafer 10. noi directly

5 accessible from the front, to be connected to the outside,

without requiring costly processes to be carried out from

the back. In addition, as is shown in the left-hand half of

Figure 8, this solution also enables connection of re-

gions formed In the first wafer 1 to the outside. Here the

10 rotor 4 is connected to the outside through a first con-

nection region 23 (beneath the biasing region 32), a

metal region 13
?
a second connection region 23 (be-

neath the plug region 3), and the piug region 3, The plug

regions 3 are insulated by insulation regions formed by

is the insulating material 6 and possibly by the air present

in the first deep trenches 2a, and are thus electrically

Insulated from the rest of the first wafer 1 ,
except, obvi-

ously, forthe regions connectedto them via electric con-

nection lines 30.

20 raoi8] with the solution of Figures 1-8 a pressure

sensor, instead of an accelerometric sensor, may be

formed.

[0019] Figures 9-11 show a second embodiment of

the invention regarding a unitfor mlorometric regulation

25 of the read/write head of a hard-disk driver. In detail, in-

itially the same steps are*carrled out as described pre-

viously with reference to Figures 1-4. After thinning the

firstwafer 1 , an oxide layer35 is deposited and removed

selectively at the plug regions 3 to form openings 28.

30 The second trenches 2b are then formed through the

oxide layer 35 and through the wafer 1.

[0020] Subsequently, an insulating layer 3B is depos-

ited, for example a stick foil which does not enter the

second trenches 2b. The insulating layer is removed

35 from above the openings 28, and metal connection re-

gions are formed by depositing and defining a metal lay-

er, tn particular, In the Hlustrated examplethe metal layer

fills the openings 28. where it forms contacts 29, In ad-

dition, an electric connection fine 30 is formed and ex-

40 tends from the contact 29 arranged above the plug re-

gion 3 furthest to the right, up to above the rotor A.

[0021] Subsequently, the composite wafer 25 is out

into dice, the Insulating layer 38 is removed in oxygen

plasma, end a ceramic body, relerred to as slider 41 ,
is

46 bonded to the rotor4 In a perse known manner (Figure

11). The slider 41 carries a transducer42 for data read-

ing/writing on a hard disk (not shown) . The transducer

42 is electrically contacted thwufiftjconnectlon regions

43, one of which may be seen"* Figure 11 , which ere

so formed directly on one side of the slider 41 .
Each con-

nection region 43 extends from the transducer42 as far

as apad 44 In electrical contact with an electric connec-

tion line 30.

(0022] Thereby, the piug region 3 furthest to the right

55 enables electricaJ connection between the transducer

42 on the slider 41 and the electrical circuit 40, which

can thus transmit to the transducer 42 the data to be

written, or process the signal picked up by the transduc-

3
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er42. Jn addition, in a known manner. I he electrical cir-

cuit 40 controls movement of the rotor 4, and conse-

quently of the slider 41 . Finally, a connection via an in-

termediate plug region (nol shown) enabfes connection

of (he electrical circuit 40 to the outside, in a way similar

to that illustrated in the right-hand pan of Figure 8.

[0023] Consequently, also in this case the plug re-

gions 3 enable connection of non-accessible regions of

the second wafer 10 to elements arranged above them
(here, the transducer 42), as wen as to the outside,

[0024] Figure 1 2 shows a third embodiment regarding

the manufacture of circuits or structures to be kept in

vacuum conditions. In the illustrated example, the wafer

1 , after forming the plug regions 3 by digging the first

trenches 2a and filling them with insulating material 6,

has been bonded to a second wafer 1 0, wherein a filter

48 has been previously made, for example of the band-

pass type for high frequencies. The first wafer 1 1s bond-

ed to the second wafer 1 o, not only through the connec-

tion regions 23. but also through a sealing region 49

which extends between the first wafer 1 and the second

wafer 10, and completely surrounds the area In which

the filter 48 is formed, as well as the plug regions 3. The
sealing region 49 is, for example, made using a tow-

mefting glass and has a closed shape, rf bonding of the

first wafer 1 and second wafer 1 0 is carried out in a low-

pressure environment, the filter 48 remains vacuum en-

capsulated.

[0025] Next, the first wafer 1 is thinned as described

above, and the double wafer 1 , 1 0 is cut into cfice 50.

The dice 50 are then bonded to a third wafer 51 which

houses a circuit 52 and which has previously been pro-

vided with connection regions 23a similar to the connec-

tion regions 23. The thinned side of the first wafer 1 fac-

es the third wafer 51. and the plug regions s must be

aligned to the connection regions 23a-

[0026] In this case, the first water 1 , in addition to pro-

tecting and Isolating the fitter 48 from the outside envi-

ronment and maintaining it in vacuum conditions, ena-

bles ^electrical connection wfth the circuit 52 Incorpo-

rated in'the third wafer 61- In addition, it is possfole to

carry outeJectrical testing of the circuit 52 connected to

the fitter48 at the wafer level (EWS-Electrfc Wafer Sort

test).

[0027] Figures 13*16 show a fourth embodiment of

the Invention. According to Figure 13, Initially the first

wafer 1 comprises a substrate 53 accommodating first

trenches 72a. and the first trenches 72a are filled with

insulating material 78 to insulate first plug portions 73,

In a way similar to that described with reference to Fig-

ure 1 for the plug regions 3. Then a sacrificial layer 54,

for example of sBtoon dioxide, is deposited or grown,

then is masked and etched so as to form openings SS

on top of the first plug portions 73 and in areas where

anchorages with the structure on top are to be made, as

described hereinafter,

[0028] Subsequently (Figure 14), a polycrystalllne sil-

icon seed layer te deposited ontop ofthe sacrificial layer.

51 962 A1 6

54 find in the openings 55, and then a polycrystalline

silicon epitaxial layer 56 is grown. In this way* the epi-

taxial layer 56 is in direct contact with the substrate 53
at «he openings 55- Next, inside the epitaxial layer 56

5 third and fourth trenches 60a. 60b arc dug, which reach
as 'ar as the sacrificial layer 54.

[0029] Jn particular, the third trenches BOa delimit sec-
ond plug portions 62 aligned vertically wfth the first plug
portions 73 in the substrate 53, and the third trenches

10 60a define a desired micromechanical structure (in the
example illustrated, a microactuator 57 of the rotating

type, comprising a rotor 58 and a stator 59, with the rotor

58 supported by springs, which are not Illustrated).

[0030] Subsequently, in a known way, a part of the
1$ sacrificial layer54 is removed through the fourth trench-

es 60b. in particular, the sacrificial layer 54 is removed
beneath the rotor 58 to form an air gap 63, and it sub-

stantially remains underneath the stator 59, The sacri-

ficial layer 54 is removed only to a very small extent

& through the third trenches 60a, given the different ge-

ometry (the micromechanical structure Is formed by thin

regions and/or perforated regions, allowing the sacrifi-

cial layer 54 to be substantially removed, this, Instead,

is not done through the third trenches 60a).
as [0031] In a way not shown, It is then possible to fill the

third trenches, at least partially, with Insulating material,

in a way similar to that descrtoed for the first trenches

2a of Figure 1.

[0032] Subsequently (Rgure 15), the first wafer 1 is

90 turned upsidedown and bonded to the second wafer 1 0,

inside which components of the circuit 40 have already

been formed, and on top of which the connection re-

gions 23 have already been made. Also in this case, a

low temperature heat treatment is carried out to enable

35 a chemical reaction between the silicon of the epitaxial

layer 56, at the second plug portions 62, and the metal

of the connection regions 23. Next, the substrate 53 of

the first wafer 1 is thinned until the Insulating material

76 (or at least the bottom of the first trenches 72a) is

40 reached, an oxide layer 35 is deposited, the openings

28 are formed In the oxWe layer 35. and then second

trenches 72b are made which separate fixed parts from

mobile parte in the substrate 53.

[0033] Next, as has been descrtoed with reference to

45 Figure 1 0, an insulating layer (stick foil) Is deposited and

selectively removed, and the electrical contacts 29 and

electric connection fries 30 are formed. In Rgure 1 6, an

electric connection line 30 connects, the portion of the

substrate 53 to which the rotoTBTfc anchored (cap re-

so gion 67) to the first plug region 73 that Is furthest to the

left, thus enabling electrical connection of the rotor 58

to the circuit 40 through the cap region 67, the first plug

portion 73 on the left, and the second plug portion 62 on

the left- Shown in the right-hand hatf of Rgure 1 6 is in-

ss stead the electrical connection between the circuit 40

and the outside, through the second plug portion 62, the

first plug region 73, and the connection region 23 on the

right.

4
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[0034] Subsequently, the insulating layer is removed,

and a body to be moved, for example a slider similar to

the slider 41 of Figure 11 . can be fixed to the cap region

67.

[0035J The solution shown in Figures 13-16 thus pro-

vides a micromecnanical structure57 protected by a cap

(cap region 67) and easily connects the circuit 40 both

to the miCTootechantea! structure 57 and to the outside.

[0Q36] Figure 1 7 shows a variation of the structure of

Figure 16. in which the rotor 5B is not anchored to the

substrata 53, but is supported by springs (not shown)

and biasing regions 60, similar to thebiasing regions 31

,

32 of Figure 7. In addition, the cap region 67 is lixed and

does not have the second trenches 72b. The rotor 5B

and stater 59 are connected via connection regions 23

and pad regions 19 to metallic regions 13,18 formed In

the second wafer 10. The metallic regions 13 are con-

nected to the outside (as shown In the left-hand half of

Figure 1 7) via furtherconnedion regions 23 aligned with

plug regions 62, 73 formed in the first wafer 1 ,
in a way

similar to that described with referenceto Figures 13-16,

and via contacts 29- In addition, the metallic regions 1

8

enable connection of the circuit 40 to the stator 59 and,

via plug regions 62. 73 and contacts 29, to the outside,

as shown in the right-hand half of Figure 1 7. An insulat-

ing layer 80 covers the surface 26 of the first wafer 1

.

[00311 Figures 1 8 and 1 9 show a sixth embodiment,

in which a micromecnanical structure, for example an

accelerometrlc sensor B, is protected by a cap and elec-

trically connected to the biasing and sensing circuit via

plug regions.

[0038] Initially (Figure 18), the firstwafer comprises a

substrate 53, which, in contrast to the previous embod-

iments, is not etched to form trenches. On the substrate

53 a sacrificial layer 54 Is deposited and defined, and

Is removed only at openings 55. Next, a polycrystallme

8l6con seed layer is deposited, and the epitaxial layer

56 Is grown, as described with referenceto Figure 14.

[0039] The epitaxial layer 56 is etched to form fifth

trenches 65a for delimiting second plug portions 64

Here, the fifth trenches 65a are filled, either partially or

completely, with insulating material 65, sixth trenches

6Sb are formed for defining the accelerometric sensor

8 and the sacrificial layer 54 is partially removed

through the sixth trenches 65b. so as to free the rotor

58 of the accelerometric sensor 8. As for the embodi-

ment shown in Figures 1-B, the rotor 58 is carried by

the fixed part via springs (not niustrated).

ra04O] Subsequently, the firstwafer 1 fa bondedto the

second wafer 10 using the connection regions 23 al-

ready formed on the surface22 of the secondwafer 1 o.

Then the first wafer 1 Is thinned by grinding until the de-

sired thickness for the substrate 53. Next, the substrate

53 Is selectively removed so as to form a cap region 67

of larger dimensions than the rotor 58, but of smaller

dimensions than the chip housing the circuit 40, ob-

tained aftercutting the wafers 1 , 1 0. In this way. the cap

region 67 covers the rotor 58 from the back (protecting

it mechanically), but leaves the plug regions 64 tree.

[0O41] Finally, the contacts 29 and the electric con-

nection lines 30 arelormed. which, in this embodiment,

contact direclly the silicon of the epitaxial layer 54. In

5 particular, in the example illustrated in Fipure 19. an

electric connection line 30 connects a region (not

shown), arranged Inside the fixed part and is electrically

connected to the rotor 58, to the plug region 64 on the

left, and thus to the circuit 40. A bail-and-wire oonnec-

10 tion on the right instead enables connection of the circuit

40 to the outside.

[0042] When the accelerometric sensorS is to be kept

at low pressure, for example to reduce friction wiLh air

during movement, a sealing region 49 may be provided

is which surrounds the area of the accelerometrtc sensor

8, then the fust wafer 1 may be bonded to the second

wafer 10 in vacuum conditions, as already described

with reference to Figure 12,

[0043] The advantages of the process and structures

20 described are evident from the above. In particular, it is

emphasized that they enable mechanical connection of

two bodies of semiconductor material, In particular of

monocrystalline silicon, arranged on one another, and

at the same time the electrical connection of a structure

55 or circuit formed in the underlying body (covered by the

overlying body) to the outside or to a structure made in

the overlying body; or else, they enable electrical con-

nection of the underlying body to regions arranged

above the overlying body, without requiring complicated

30 and costly processes to be carried out from the back,

without damaging the structures and circuits already

made, and applying single manufacture steps that are

commonly used in the manufacture, of wafers of semi-

conductormateriai for lorming mlcro-electromechanicaJ

35 structures. .

to

[0044J The described solutions moreovermake It pos-

sfcle, when necessary, to Isolate preset areas of the un-

derlying body and/or of the overlying body from the out-

side environment, for example to enclose delicate ele-

do rnents In a low-pressure environment anoYor to Isolate

and prevent contamination ol these elements dunng

manufacture (for example, cutting semiconductor mate-

rial wafers), during subsequent manipulation steps, and

during use.

45 «J045] Flnally.lt Is clear that luimeroua modifications

and variations may be made tothe connection structure,

the composite structure, and to the manufacture
j
proc-

ess described and illustrated he^eln^all fating within
the

scope ofthe Invention, as defined Inthe attached claims.

so m particular, t feemphasfeed that the present conneo

tion structure may be used for a wide range of eppnea-

tk>ns, both for the connection of electronic drculte Inte-

grated in two or more different substrates, and for the

connection of mlcm-electmmeohanlcaJ structures of

ss various tdnds to Waslng/controlfeerislng circuits associ-

ated to the mk5ro^leot«>mechanlcal structures. The

present connection structure may be used™ ^nect~

ing.a high number of substrates, according to the re-

5
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quiremenls and to general considerations ol mechan-
ical/electrical nature.

Claims s

1. An electric connecting structure for connecting a

first body (10) of semiconductor material overlaid

by second body (1) of semiconductor material,

characterized by: to

at least one plug region (3: 73. 62; 64) extend-

ing through a portion of said second body (1)

and made of semiconductor material;

at least one insulation region (2a, 6; 60a, 72a.

76; 65a, 66) surrounding laterally said plug re-

gion (3; 73, 62: 64); and

at least one first electromechanical connection

region (23) Of electrically conductive material

arranged between said first body (1 0) and said

second body (1 ) and in electrical contact with

said plug region (3; 73, 62; 64) and with con-

ductive regions (15-ig; 40) of said first tody

(10).

2* The electric connection structure of Claim 1 , char-

acterized In that said plug region (3; 62. 73) ex-

tends throughout the thickness of said second body

(1 ) and has a first face and a second face, said first

face being in contact with said first electromechan-

ical connection region (23);

and comprising at least one contact region (27; 29;

23a) of electrically conducting material, in contact

with said second face of sard plug region.

3. The electric connection structure of Claim 2, char-

acterized by an electric connection line (30) ex-

tending above said second body (1) and having a

first end forming said contact region (2d).

4. The electric connection structure of Claim 3, char-

acterized In that said electric connection line (30)

has a second end in electrical contact with a con-

ductive region of said second body (1).

5. The electric connection structure of Claim 3, char-

acterized In that said electric connection line (30)

has a second end in electrical contact with a contact

region (44) formed on a third body (41 ) fixed to said

second body (1).

6. The electric connection structure of Claim 2, for

electrically connecting said second body (1) to a

third body (51) of semiconductor material arranged

on saidsecond body (1), characterized In thatsaid

contact region comprises at least one second elec-

tromechanical connection region (23a) made of a

material resulting from the enemies reaction of said

15

so

2$

90

35

AO

45

semiconductor material with a metal, said second
electromechanical connection regions(23a) being
arranged between said second body (1 } and said

third body (51).

7. The electric connection structure of Claim 1, lor a

second body (1 ) comprising a substrate region (53)
and an epitaxial region (66) arranged on each other
and partially insulated from one another by insulat-

ing regions (54. 63)

,

characterized in that said plug region (62, 73)
comprises a first plug portion (73) extending
throughout the thickness of said substrate region

(53), and at least one second plug portion (62)

formed inside said epitaxial region (56), said sec-

ond plug portion (62) being aligned and in direct

electrical contact with said first plug portion (73);

said insulation region (60a, 72a, 76) comprises
a first insulation portion (72a, 76) laterally sur-

rounding said first plug portion (73), and a sec-

ond insulation portion (60a) laterally surround-
ing said second plug portion (62);

at least one contact region (29) of electrically

conducting material extends on a free face (26)

of said substrate region (53) in electrical con-
tact with said first plug portion (73);

and said second plug portion (62) faces and is

in direct electrical contact with saidflrst electro-

mechanical connection region (23),

8. The electric connection structure of Claim 1 . for a
second body (1 ) comprising a substrate region (67)

and an epitaxial region (56) arranged on one anoth-

er and reciprocally insulated by insulating regions

(54,63),

characterized In that said substrate region (67)

has a smaller area than said epitaxial region (56),

said plug region (64) extends throughout the thick-

ness ol said epitaxial region (56) , Is not aligned with

respectto said substrate region (67), and has a first

face and a second face, said first face being in con-

tact with said first electromechanical connection re-

gion (23). and said Second face being In direct con-

tact with at least one electricconnection region (30)

of electrically conducting material.

9. The electric connection stn^ute according to any

ofthe foregoing claims, characterized in that said

Insulation region (2a, fi; 60a, 72a, 76: 66a. 66) com-

prises a trench having a closed shape filled at least

partially with Insulating material (6; 66; 76).

10. The electric connection structure according to any

of the foregoing claims, characterized In that said

first electromechanical connection region (23) Is

made of a material resulting from the chemical re-

action of said semiconductor material with a metal.

6
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11. The electric connection structure according to any

of the foregoing claims, characterized in that said

first electromechanical connection region (23) is

made of a metal resulting from the chemical reac-

tion of silicon with 8 metal chosen from among a

group comprising gold, palladium, titanium, and

nickel.

1 2. A composite structure comprising a first body (1) of

semiconductor material, a second body (10) of

semiconductor material arranged on said first body

(1), and an electric connection strueiure, charac-

terized in that said electric connection structure is

formed according to any of Claims 1 -1

1

13. A composite structure comprising a first body (10)

of semiconductor material, a second body (1) of

semiconductor material arranged on said first body

(1 0). and an electricconnection structure according

to Claim 2, characterized In that said first body

(10) houses an electronic circuit (15-19; 40), and

said second body (1> houses a micro-electrome-

chanical device (8; 57) comprising a fixed part (1,

5, 32: 56, 59. 68) and amobiie part (4; SB) separated

from each other by at least one delimitation trench

(2b) extending through said second body <1).

14_ The composite structure of Claim 13, character-

ized In that an external electric connection wire is

bonded to said contact region (29).

15 The composite structure of Claim 13, character-

ized tn that said electric connection structure com-

prises an electric connection line (30) extending

above said second body (1) and having a first end

forming said contact region (29), and a second end

In electrical contactwMh saidm tero-electtornechan-

lcaldevk:e(8;57),

16. The composite structure of Claim 13, character-

ized by a third body (41 ) fixed to said second body

(1 ), said electric connection structure comprising an

electric connection Une (30) having a firstend form-

ing said contact region (29) and a second end in

electrical contact with a contact region (44) formed

on said third body (41).

17 The composite structure of Claim 15, character-

ized tn that said third body (41) Is a slider, and In

that said composite structureforms an actuatorunit

for mlcrometric position regulation of a hard-disk

driver.

18. A composite structure comprising a first body (10)

of semiconductor material, a second body (1) of

semiconductor material arranged on said first body,

a third body (51 ) of semiconductormaterial fixed to

said second body, and an electric connection struc-

ture according to Claim 6. characterized in that

said first body (10) and said third body (51) house

n respective electronic circuit (48. 52). said elec-

tronic circuits being connected together through

5 ?aid plug region (3).

19. The composite structure oi Claim 18, character-

ized by a sealing region (49) having a closed shape

and arranged between said first and said second

w bodies (10, 1), outside said electronic crrcurt (45).

20. A composite structure comprising:

a first body (10) of semiconductor material;

is a second body (1) of semiconductor material

arranged on said first body and comprising a

substrate region (53) and an epitaxial region

(56), overlaid to each other and partially insu-

lated from one another by insulating regions

20 (S4, 63); and
an electric connection structure according to

Claim 7,

characterized In that said epftaxlal region (56)

2B houses a mfcro-electromechanical device

comprising a fixed pfirt (59. 68) and a mobile part

(58) separated from one another by at least one de-

limitation trench (60b) extending through said epi-

taxial region (56), and In that said substrate region

30 (53) forms a cap region (67).,

21 . A composite structure comprising:

a first body (1 0) of semiconductor material;

a second body (1) of semiconductor materia*

arranged on said first body and comprising a

substrate region (67) and an epitaxial region

(56), overlaid to each other and

Insulated from one another by insulating re-

gions (54, 63). said substrate region (67) hav-

ing a smaller area than said epitaxial region

(66); and

an electric connection structure according to

Claim 8,

characterized in that said epitaxial region (56)

houses a micro-electromechanical device (8) com-

prising a fixed part (59) arftfea^rjobUe P*rt (£6) sep-

arated from one another by at leastone delimitation

trench (65b) extendingthrough said epitaxial region

(56). and In that said substrate region forms a cap

region (67) which has larger dimensions than said

mobile part (58) and is fixed to said fixed pan (59).

55 22. AprocessfcrmanufacturtngaM
characterized by the steps of:

forming at least one plug region (3; 73, 62; 64)

35

40

43
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surrounded by Rn insulation region (2a, 6: 60a.

72a, 76; 65a, 66) extending through a ffrst wafer

(1 ) of semiconductor materia):

forming at least one electromechanical-con-

nection region (23) ol conductive material on a 5

second wafer (10) of semiconductor material,

and aligned with said plug region;

bringing sard firstwafer (1) a/id said second wa-

fer (10) close together, bringing said plug re-

gion (3; 73, 62; 64) into contact with said elec- *o

trornechanical-connection (23); and

fixing said first wafer and said second wafer

through said electromechanical connection re-

gion.
15

23. The process of Claim 22, characterized by the

steps of:

initially forming said Insulation region (2a, 6) in

said first wafer (1), said insulation region par- so

tiatiy extending inside said first wafer from a

surface (7) of said firef wafer and laterally de-

limiting said one plug region (3);

turning said first wafer (1) upside down to bring

said surface (7) of said first wafer in a facing

position with said second wafer (10); and

thinning said first wafer (1) until said insulation

region (2a, 6).

24. The process of Claim 23, characterized in that so

said step of forming said insulation region (2a. 6)

comprises the steps of;

25- The process of Claim 24, characterUsed bythe step

of forming trenches (2b) delimiting a micro-electro-

mechanical structure (B) in said first wafer (1). and

forming an electronic circuit (13-19) in said second

wafer (10) before forming said electromechanical-

connection region.

26. The process of Claim 22. characterized by the

steps of:

(60b) of said insulation region in said epitaxial

layer (56), said second insulation portion (60b)

extending throughout the thickness of said epi-

taxial tayer and

delimiting a second plug portion (62) of said

plug region which is substantially aligned and

in electrical contact with said first plug portion

(73):

fixing said second plug portion (62) to said sec-

ond wafer (10);

thinning said substrate (53) until said first insu-

lation portion (72a, 76); and

forming contact regions (29, 30) on a free face

of said substrate (53).

27. The process of Claim 22, characterized by the

steps of:

on a substrate (53), growing an epitaxial layer

(56);

forming said Insulation region (6Sa, 66) in said

epitaxial layer (56) » said insulation region (65a,

66) extending throughout the thickness of said

epitaxial layer and delimiting said plug region

(64);

forming a devtae #(57) to be protected in said

epftaxiel layer (56);

fixing said epitaxial layer (56) of said first wafer

(1) to said second wafer (10) through said plug

region (84); selectively removing said substrate

(53) to form a cap region (67) covering said de-

vice (57) to be protected, and freeing said plug

region (64); and

forming contact regions (29, 30) above said

plug region (64).

26. The process according to any of Claims 22-27,

characterized In that said step ol fixing said first

wafer (1) to said second wafer (1 0) Is carried out In

vacuum conditions and further comprises the step

of forming a sealing region (49) between said first

wafer (1) and said second wafer (10).

29. The process according to any of Claims 22-28,

characterized In that said conductive material of

said electromechanical connection region (23) Is a

metal, and In that said fixing step comprises ths

step of causing said metaiot^aW electromechanic

caHJonnectton structure (23) to reactwith said sem-

iconductor material of said plug region (3; 62; 64).
forming a first insulation portion (72a, 76) of

said Insulation region in a substrate (53) of so

semiconductor material, said first insulation

portion (72a, 76) partially extending inside said

substrate from a surface of said substrate, and

laterally delimiting a first plug portion (73) of

said plug region;
55

growing an epitaxial layer (66) from said sur-

face of eaid substrate (S3);

forming at least one second Insulation portion

•to

15

20

forming isolation trenches (2a) in said first wa-

fer (1); and

at least partially filling said isolation trenches

with insulating material (6).

40
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